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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are two concerns when deploying data collectors for sizing
replication? (Choose two.)
A. read IOPS data is not collected
B. improper duration of data collection
C. read MB/sec data is not collected
D. relevant volumes not included in data collection
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A mobile WML-enabled device is most likely to support which of
the following image file types?
A. wbmp
B. tiff
C. jpeg
D. gif
E. pcx
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
On a Cisco Catalyst switch, which default ports will the
radius-server host command use for RADIUS authentication and
accounting messages?
A. TCP - Authentication 1535/Accounting 1536
B. UDP - Authentication 1812/Accounting 1813
C. TCP - Authentication 1645/Accounting 1646
D. UDP - Authentication 1645/Accounting 1646
E. TCP - Authentication 1812/Accounting 1813
F. UDP - Authentication 1535/Accounting 1536
Answer: B
Explanation:
Section: (none)
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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